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In an era of health care reform and 
increased scrutiny on health care compli-
ance, providers and suppliers must protect 

themselves against the heightened policing 
by federal and state government agencies. The 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(PPACA), as amended by the Health Care and 
Education Reconciliation Act of 2010, man-
dates that health care providers and suppliers 
adopt a compliance and ethics program as 
a condition of participation in the Medicare, 
Medicaid, and Children’s Health Insurance 
programs. Many providers and suppliers, par-
ticularly those of larger entities, have already 
established compliance programs and thus, 
the PPACA provisions regarding mandatory 
compliance programs may not raise immedi-
ate concerns. Nonetheless, merely having a 
compliance program is not sufficient. It must 
also be effective. In this context of evidencing 
effectiveness, the case for enterprise risk man-
agement (ERM) deserves another look.1

The adoption of the ERM approach is 
an effective and productive way to meet 
and exceed the ever-increasing regulatory 
demands in today’s health care enforcement 

environment. ERM not only provides 
a best practice approach for effective 
board oversight of the compliance 
program, but is also a cross-cutting 
method that identifies, analyzes, 
controls, mitigates, and monitors 
an organization’s risks. Our brief 
overview of ERM aims to encourage 
providers to join the ERM band-
wagon, because it not only assists 
an organization in evidencing an 
effective compliance program, but 
also may be the best tool to survive 
and thrive in the current regulatory 
environment.

What is an effective compliance 
program?
According to section 8B2.1 of the Federal 
Sentencing Guidelines and further defined 
by the Department of Health and Human 
Services Office of Inspector General (OIG), 
there are seven elements to an effective com-
pliance program.2 The elements are as follows:
1.  Establish compliance standards and proce-

dures to deter crime, fraud, and abuse.
2.  Provide appropriate oversight of the com-

pliance program. This should involve 
high-level personnel in the oversight of the 
compliance program. Notably, high-level 
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ERM and evidencing compliance 
program effectiveness

 » Effective compliance programs must answer three fundamental questions.

 » Effectiveness measurement promotes better tracking and follow-up.

 » COSO ERM includes scoring measures (i.e., probability/impact analysis).

 » ERM is an ongoing process that must include stakeholders at all levels.

 » ERM is intense and requires interdepartmental collaboration to be successful.
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personnel must be knowledgeable about 
the content and operations of the com-
pliance program and should exercise 
reasonable oversight of the implementa-
tion and effectiveness of the compliance 
program.

3.  Communicate compliance standards and 
procedures to employees through educa-
tion and training programs.

4.  Establish monitoring and auditing systems 
to detect criminal conduct. In addition, 
organizations must periodically evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the compliance 
program.

5.  Develop and publicize a reporting system 
that allows anonymity or confidentiality 
when employees report or seek guidance 
concerning potential or actual compliance 
violations. Further, employees should be 
able to report violations without the fear of 
retaliation.

6.  Promote and consistently enforce 
standards.

7.  Respond appropriately to any violations. 
Corrective actions may require modifying 
the compliance standards and procedures 
as well as implementing additional pre-
ventative measures.

The Federal Sentencing Guidelines further 
note an “eighth element” that requires orga-
nizations to periodically assess their risk of 
criminal conduct. The ERM method, as well 
as tools supporting the method, can assist 
organizations with assessing and prioritizing 
their risks of non-compliance related to these 
elements, and provide the support needed to 
mitigate identified risks.

What is erm?
ERM is not a new concept. It is a method that 
was adopted and practiced by many finan-
cial and health care organizations after the 
enactment of the Sarbanes Oxley Act. The 

Committee of Sponsoring Organization of 
the Treadway Commission (COSO), a volun-
tary private sector organization that develops 
frameworks and guidances on enterprise risk 
management, internal controls, and fraud 
deterrence, describes ERM as:

 “[A] process effected [sic] by the entity’s 
board of directors, management, and other 
personnel, applied in a strategy setting 
and across the enterprise. [It is] designed 
to identify potential events that may affect 
the entity and managed risks to be within 
the risk appetite [of the organization and] 
to provide reasonable assurance regarding 
the achievement of objectives.”3

COSO’s ERM method provides the health 
care industry with a way to assess and 
manage compliance risks from a multidisci-
plinary perspective. Under the COSO ERM 
method, it is understood that risks are not 
one-dimensional. Rather, a risk area can affect 
various departments within the organization. 
For example, if a hospital identified inadequate 
medical documentation as a risk area, this risk 
can have a financial, operational, legal, and/or 
regulatory impact on the organization. Thus, 
not only are personnel involved in patient care 
affected by the risk area, but the hospital’s 
Health Information Management, Coding, 
Billing, Legal, and Compliance departments 
are also impacted. Consequently, health care 
organizations should adopt a risk manage-
ment methodology that assesses risks across 
the entire organization. The COSO ERM is 
a method that health care entities can use to 
address this.

how does the Coso erm method work?
Health care entities that implement the COSO 
ERM method are proactively addressing 
compliance risks instead of only reacting to 
compliance violations. More specifically, the 
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COSO ERM method consists of eight compo-
nents that are integrated in the organization’s 
management processes. COSO’s ERM relies on 
an event-based risk assessment methodology 
that lends itself to calculations of financial expo-
sure for the organization. The eight components 
of the COSO ERM method4 are as follows:
1.  Internal environment: This incorporates 

the tone of the organization and estab-
lishes a basis for how risks are viewed and 
assess by the organization. This includes 
the organization’s risk management phi-
losophy, risk appetite, and integrity and 
ethical values.

2.  Objective setting: The organization 
establishes objectives before identifying 
potential events affecting its overall goals. 
This component of COSO ERM ensures 
that the organization has a process to 
establish objectives and that the selected 
objectives support and align with the orga-
nization’s mission and risk appetite.

3.  Event identification: Internal and external 
events affecting the organization’s abil-
ity to meet its objectives are identified. 
The identified events are distinguished 
between risks and opportunities. 
Opportunities are channeled back to the 
organization’s strategy or objective setting 
processes. Identified risk events are further 
evaluated via a risk assessment.

4.  Risk assessment: The organization evalu-
ates the risks by assessing the probability 
and impact of the risk occurring. This pro-
cess will help organization to determine 
how the risk should be managed.

5.  Risk response: The organization selects 
risk responses and develops corrective 
actions to align the risk with the organiza-
tion’s risk tolerance and appetite.

6.  Control activities: The organization 
establishes and implements policies and 
procedures to facilitate effective execution 
of risk responses.

7.  Information and communication: 
Involves identifying, capturing, and com-
municating relevant information in a 
manner and timeframe that allows person-
nel to carry out their responsibilities.

8.  Monitoring: The organization monitors 
its risk management processes and makes 
modifications when necessary.

Every compliance officer should be famil-
iar with the basic aspects of ERM methods, 
such as COSO, and explore how the methods 
can be integrated with already ongoing risk 
management efforts in operations. Efforts 
can begin with assembling a risk universe 
that organizes risk areas for purposes of risk 
identification. Risk areas can come from the 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
contractor (e.g., Recovery Audit Contractors) 
Work Plans, OIG Work Plans, New York State 
Office of the Medicaid Inspector General’s 
(OMIG’s) Work Plans, OIG Compliance 
Program Guidances (CPGs), entity-internal 
sources, etc.

Risk assessment and risk exposure calcula-
tions can use simple probability and impact 
scoring that relies on high (H), medium (M), 
low (L), or a combination of numerical and 
qualitative scores, such as H=3, M=2, and L=1. 
Risk prioritization and ranking that lead to 
risk response and control activities can be 
made more transparent using this method. 
Documents created following the COSO ERM 
method will undoubtedly support the efforts 
of an effective compliance program.

Why have effective compliance programs?
An effective compliance program plays a 
critical role in reducing an organization’s 
overall exposure to fraud and abuse. Both 
federal and state regulatory agencies are 
becoming more aggressive in their fraud and 
abuse enforcement initiatives. In addition, 
increased investigative resources provided 
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under PPACA to federal and state regulators 
have strengthened the government’s ability 
to detect fraud and abuse. As a result, more 
providers are undergoing federal and state 
audits and investigations—and reaching 
settlements.

Since 1994, OIG has entered into more than 
1,000 corporate integrity agreements (CIAs) 
with a variety of entities to settle civil fraud 
allegations and avoid exclusion from partici-
pating in health care programs (see Graph 1).5  
A number of historic high-dollar settlements 
have occurred,6 such as Pfizer’s $2.3 billion set-
tlement, the largest health care fraud settlement 
in US history,7 and Health Alliance of Greater 
Cincinnati and Christ Hospital’s $108 million 
settlement, which marks the largest settlement 
ever imposed on a single hospital for allegedly 
violating the Anti-Kickback Statute.8

Entering into a CIA is expensive and time 
consuming. CIAs not only require a substan-
tial amount of staff resources, but also, among 
other requirements outlined in a CIA, require 
an organization to adopt policies and proce-
dures, and conduct training and auditing  
and monitoring activities to ensure that the 
organization maintains an effective compli-
ance program.

Another noteworthy reason that highlights 
the importance of establishing an effective 
compliance program is the practice of man-
dated certification of compliance program 
effectiveness. Under New York state law, 
Medicaid providers must annually certify that 
their organizations have effective compliance 
programs. In the OMIG’s Work Plan for 2012, 
the Office will follow up with providers who 
have not certified. Additionally, OMIG may 
require documentary evidence related to com-
pliance vulnerabilities and activities. This is an 
important point, because other state Medicaid 
offices may follow similar practices. Further, 
the federal government may also conduct 
audits on compliance program effectiveness in 

the future, due to the PPACA provisions that 
mandate compliance programs.

Generally, it is more cost effective to be 
proactive and preventive than to face gov-
ernment audits and serious investigations. 
In the Department of Justice’s (DOJ) revised 
Principles of Federal Prosecution of Business 
Organizations, it states that there are “no 
formulaic requirements regarding corporate 
compliance programs.”9 However, the DOJ does 
provide three fundamental questions that any 
prosecutor would ask of an effective program:

 · Is the corporation’s compliance program 
well designed?

 · Is the program being applied earnestly and 
in good faith?

 · Does the corporation’s compliance pro-
gram work?

Organizations must be able to answer 
these same questions favorably. Providers 
and suppliers should assess their ability to 
evidence that their compliance programs 
are actually working in the event of federal 
government audits or investigations. It is 
important to note that although compli-
ance risks can never be fully controlled and 
avoided, providers must demonstrate that the 
risks have been mitigated. In addition, a rea-
sonable risk posture (i.e., any calculated risks 
accepted by an organization and consistent 
with its size and complexities) is part of doing 
business while being in compliance with laws 
and regulations. Overall, the ERM method 
can support and provide evidence for all three 
DOJ questions.

Graph 1:  
number of Corporate integrity agreements executed by oiG5
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Where to go from here?
Providers and suppliers must seriously assess 
their compliance programs and how their 
organizations intend to evidence the programs’ 
effectiveness. The ERM approach can address 
variety of compliance concerns, including 
providing evidence of an effective compliance 
program. Compliance officers should give the 
ERM another look. 
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